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VII Class]                           SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT- II Practice Paper (2019-20)            Subject: English                  

Section – A 

Reading Comprehension  

 

Alexander           :      The battle of Jhelum will go down in the history of our country. 

First general       :       It’ll go down in the history of India , too 

Second general:       It’ll go down in the history of the world. 

Third general     :       I’ve never fought such a battle before 

Fourth general   :       I haven’t either . Untill the last moment , I couldn’t believe that we   

                                  will Able to defeat the army of puru.                                                                     

Alexander         :      Yes, it has been a great battle-perhaps the greatest of my life . I must  

                                  Say every Indian soldier fought like a tiger. 

First general      :     They fought like devil’s . your majesty. 

Alexander         :     The Indians are good soldiers. They know how to fight . They fight  

                                Better than our men.   

Second general :   But their generals aren’t so good as ours. 

Alexander          :  If you mean they aren’t so brave as the Greek generals, I don’t agree 

                              With you. 

Second general   : But they aren’t very skillful , your highness  

Alexander          :  I see what you mean , and here I agree with you. The Indians generals       

                              Are still following the old methods of warfare. Their battle plans are  

                              Faulty and they depend too much upon their elephants . But as fighters  

                              They are wonderful . I have the highest respect for them.  

Third general    :   I was amazed to see how Puru fought in the battle of Jhelum. 

Fourth general   :  He continued to fight even when others had left the field . I think he  

                              Killed at least a hundred of our men with his sword. 

Second general  :  And injured many more 

First general       :  He was badly injured himself. 

Alexander          :  Oh! He is a brave man and a great soldier. I wish he were one of my  

                               Generals. 

 

I( Q.No : 1-5) Now, answer the following questions . Each question has four choices . Choose 

the correct answer and write (A) , (B) , (C) or  (D) in your answer booklet . 

1. The battle of Jhelum was fought between _____________                             [        ] 

A) Indians soldiers and puru 

B) Alexander and puru 

C) Puru and greek generals 

D) Alexander and Indian soldiers. 



2. The battle of Jhelum will go down  in the history of our country . The phrasal verb ‘go down’ 

means __________                                                                            [      ] 

A) Come down 

B) Get down 

C) Record 

D) Follow down 

3. Which one of the following statements is not true in accordance to the passage ? 

A) Greeks were able to defeat the army of puru 

B) Indian Generals followed the old methods of water 

C) Puru fought till the end 

D) Greeks couldn’t capture puru 

4. But they aren’t very skillful , ‘Your Highness’ refers to _______                     [      ] 

A) Puru  

B) Alexander 

C) Greek generals 

D) Indian soldiers 

5. Greek soldiers were brave . Indian soldiers were brave. 

Choose the correct combination of the given sentence                                      [      ] 

A) Greek soldiers were brave but Indian soldiers were not brave 

B) Greek soldiers were as brave as Indian soldiers 

C) Thought greek soldiers were brave , Indian soldiers were not brave 

D) Greek soldiers were not so brave as Indian soldiers 

(6-10) Answer the following questions in two or three sentences            

6. What did the Indian soldiers know? 

7. One of the generals of Alexander says that Indian soldiers were not skillful ? Do you agree 

with him ? Justify your opinion? 

8. WHY DID Alexander feel that the battle of Jhelum was the greatest battle of his life ? 

9. Why did Alexander say this about Puru , “ I wish he were one of our generals? 

10. Why were Greeks able to capture Puru? 

II. (Q.No: 1- 6) Read the following poem 

My robot’s misbehaving 

It won’t do as I say 

It will not dust the furniture 

Or put my toys away. 

 

My robot never helps me 

With homeworks or my chores. 

It doesn’t do my laundry 

And neglects to clean my floors. 

 

It claims it can’t cook dinner 

It never makes my bed 

No matter what I ask of it, 

It simply shakes its head. 



 

My robot must be broken 

I’ll need to get another 

Un till that day, I have to say , 

I’m glad I have my mother. 

 

Now , answer the following questions . each question has four choices . Choose the correct 

answer and write (A) , (B) , (C) or (D) in your answer booklet. 

1. According to poet the robot is misbehaving because  ……… 

A) He misbehaves with others                  B) He misbehaves with the post 

C ) he did not obey the poet                       D) he obeys the poet 

2. How does the robot shows its inability  to do a work ? 

A) It simply says no                                   B) it just walks away 

C ) It simply shakes its head                      D) It runs away from the work 

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences. 

3.  Why does the poet say that his robot misbehaves ? 

4. What are the works the robot does not do ? 

5. Is the poet happy or not with his robot? 

6. What is the underlying message of the poem ? 

III (Q.NO.1-5) Read the following passage 

What are the most dangerous animals on the Indian subcontinent ? They are not lions , tigers or 

wolves but poisonous snakes . They attack far more frequently than most people suspect . Over 

20,000 humans are bitten by venomous snakes in India each year. Unfortunately , the death-rate 

from snake bites is high , largely because of widespread ignorance about snakes and snakebite 

prevention. Also, Proper medical treatment is often delayed or unobtainable . According to an 

estimate made by the world health organization , about 15,000 death from snakebites occur 

annually in India-nearly half the world total of such deaths. Even for those who survive , It is a 

dreadful experience , usually resulting in days or weeks of agony. 

Take what happened to tengal Kamal on a rainy evening in August 1981 . Kamal a 25 year-old 

farmer living  near Goregaon , a suburb of Mumbai , was working bare foot in his fields when he 

suddenly felt a sharp sting on his right foot. 

Kamal examined his foot and saw two tiny marks near the ankle. Convinced that it was a snake-

bite, he hastily tied a rope just above his knee, and called out to a relative working nearby , who 

immediately took him by a taxi to a local doctor’s dispensary . Unfortunately the doctor was not 

a fully qualified allopathic practitioner and did not know about antivenin serum 9anti snake 

venom) or how to administer it . He gave Kamal a pain-killing injection and antibiotic tablets. 

He told him to rest rest at home until the pain subsides. 

Now answer the following questions. Each question has four choices . Choose the correct 

answer and write (A),(B),(C) or (D) in your answer booklet      

1. According to the passage , The most dangerous animals on the Indian subcontinent are 

__________________ 

A) Lions                                        B) tigers 

C ) Snakes                                     D) Wolves 

 



2. The estimated number of snake-bite deaths in India in a year is __________ 

A) 15,000                                      B) 20,000 

C ) 30,000                                     D) 50,000 

3. The word ‘barefoot’ in the passage means _________________ 

A) Two feet                                  B) without footwear 

C ) wounded foot                          D) right foot 

4. The snake bit Kamal near his __________________ 

A) Ankle                                       B) knee 

C ) elbow                                       D) left foot 

5. Which One of the following statements is not true in accordance with the passage? 

A) The death-rate from snake bite is high in India 

B) Over 20,000 people are bitten by venomous snakes in India 

C) Snakes attack less frequently than people suspect 

D) India accounts for nearly half the world total of snake bite deaths. 

(6-10) Answer the following questions in two or three sentences          

6. Why is the death rate from snakes bites high in India ? 

7. What was Kamal doing when the snake bit him ? 

8. How did Kamal Know that it was a snake bite? 

9. Why do you think he tried a rope above the knee? 

10. What first aid would you do to save a snake bite victim ? 

IV.(Q.No: 1) Read the following passage. 

The one word that keeps haunting a child throughtout his/her students life is “Read!” that distant 

uncle , Who comes to visit your parents and see you two friends chatting and giggling, growls 

“Read!” Even that siblings or friend, to who you gave the candies you meant to eat, suddenly goes 

disloyal and loudly complains to the father or the teacher, “he/she is not reading!” 

                And something as if the regular school books sre not enough, we are ‘presented’ with 

some other books and remitted to “Read in free time for pleasure!” 

                Have you ever wondered like me . “Why should we read anything at all?” 

I would like to share with you a few of my ideas about reading. 

The people lived before us and some of those living around us have added and continue to add a lot 

of beauty and awe to this world with their thoughts and actions. Those thoughts and actions are 

treasured in the form of words in books that make us realize how magnificent this world is , and 

how awful lot is there to explore and experience in this world. 

 We read simply to understand the wonderful world around us with all the natural and human made 

laws that run it . We need to understand about the world as much as possible to enjoy being a part of 

it. The more we understand about our world the better we can live in it and make it better and better 

by our presence in it. 

Now answer the following questions. Each question has four choices. Choose the correct 

answer and write (A) , (B), (C) or (D) in your answer booklet 

1. According to the passage…….. 

A) Reading is a punishment 

B) We should avoid reading 

C) We should read only in free time 

D) Reading makes us understand the world around 



2. The word ‘treasured’ in the passage means…….. 

A) The price paid                           B) kept secretly 

C ) recorded respectfully                D) kept illegally 

Answer the following questions in two or three sentences               

3. What does every one ask a student to do regularly ? 

4. Why do we need to understand the world around us ? 

5. Do you agree that reading makes us better persons ? Why /Why not ? 

6. Name two of your favourite books / stories. 

Section-B 

(Vocabulary & Grammer ) 

I (Q.No . 1-5) Read the following passage 

One day , she saw a parrot with a fortune teller and want (1) to see it closely . On offering a 

few rupees the fortune teller called the parrot to come out of its cage. He pulled (2) it out a 

bit harshly (3) as it was reluctant to come out. When they saw the parrot for (4) close quarters 

and were moving away. She suddenly said, “Mummy let’s (5) grow a parrot.” 

Answer the following questions as directed. Write them in your answer booklet  

1. Write the correct form of the word underlined. 

2. Write the opposite of the word underlined. 

3. Write the meaning of the underlined word. 

4. Replace the underlined word with a suitable one. 

5. Write the expanded form of the word underlined. 

 

II (Q.No . 1-5) Read the following passage 

The Dinosaurs were colder-blooded (1)creatures. They could not heat there (2) own bodies. They 

needed the heat from the sun to stay alive (3) and move about. When the weather (4)got colder , 

their bodies became slower and slower. Crocodiles are also cold-blooded animals. The crocodile is a 

water animals as well .(5) 

Answer the following  questions as directed and write it in your answer booklet. 

1. Write the correct form of the underlined word. 

2. Replace the underlined word with the correct one. 

3. Write the opposite of the word underlined. 

4. Replace the underlined word with the suitable one. 

5. Combine the sentences using not only but also………. 

I(1-5)Complete the passage choosing the right word from the words given below. Each blank 

is numbered. Write the correct word in your answer booklet.  

There was a regular traffic________.(1) children moving in and _______(2) of the school at any 

time during the working hours. Often the teacher _______(3) ignore those movements  and sit in a 

chair __________(4) ask a few older students to make the others recite _________(5) the alphabet 

or words or multiplication tables. 

1. (A) of     (B) for    (C) to    (D) from 

2. (A) on     (B) under    (C) out    (D) above 

3. (A) use to    (B) used to   (C) useful to    (D) using to 

4. (A) and     (B) but    (C) after    (D) however 

5. (A) neither    (B) either     (C) nor    (D) an  



II. Raju is absent _______(1) school today, His brother is not ________(2) His parents are worried. 

Raju’s uncle who came from the town, brought __________(3) medicine and ________(4) it to the 

boy. The medicine helped __________(5) 

1. (A) to    (B) for    (C) from    (D) at 

2. (A) ill    (B) sick    (C) well    (D) weak 

3. (A) some    (B) few   (C) little   (D) more 

4. (A) give    (B) given   (C) gives    (D) gave 

5. (A) great    (B) greatly    (C) greater   (D) greatest  

 

 

I. Read the passage given below. Five sentences in the passage are numbered (1 – 5) at the 

beginning. Each of these sentences has an error. Correct and rewrite them in the answer 

booklet. 

Raman was born on November 7th, 1888, at Tiruchirapallu in Tamilnadu. (1) His father is a physics 

teacher in a college. (2) He was a brilliant student right for the start. (3) When Raman passed his 

matriculation her parents were keen to send him abroad for higher studies. (4) But on medical 

grounds, a British surgeon advised them against it. (5) but Raman stayed in the country to do the 

M.A. course. 

 

II. (1) On the busy Bow bazaar street in Calcutta there was a old building (2). It was headquarters of 

the Indian Association for Cultivation of Science. (3) In December, on a five evening in 1927, there 

was much excitement in  one of its laboratory. (4) Chandrasekhar Venkata Raman was showed a 

visitor some of his instruments when a young man, K.S. Krishna, rushed in an announced, 

“Professor Compton has won the Nobel Prize.” (5) Raman was delighted equally. 

 

Section –C (Conventions of writing) 

VI : Re-write the following sentence using necessary punctuation marks like (.,?,!””) 

1. One day the wind said to the sun I am stronger than you . The sun laughed and said how 

stupid I am stronger and they decided to test their strength on a traveller. 

2. He knocked at the door slightly opened it and tried to entered the room stop there who are 

you commanded a female voice. 

 

Section-D (Creative Writing) 

VII. 1. In the lesson , “Tenali Paints a Horse”, you read that Tenali Raman was displeased with the 

artist’s painting. He challenged the king that he would paint better than the artist. The king gave him 

paints and paper and permitted him to take leave from the court for a month. He promised to give a 

bag of gold and the title. “king of Artists” to Tenali if he paints better than the artist. Now imagine 

you are Tenali Raman and narrate the entire episode to your friend. 

You may include the following ideas: 

 How was the artist’s painting? 

 Why were you displeased? 

 Your bet with the king. 

 King’s promise. 

 



Read the following profile of Sir. C.V. Raman , the great Indian scientist. 

Events of life Details of the person 

Date & place of birth 

& Information about 

the family 

7th November, 1888, Tiruchirapalli, Tamilnadu 

Father – Physics Lecturer 

Spouse – Lokasundari Ammai 

Important events in life Education- B.A , M.A , Presidency college 

University of  Madras 

Career- Field-Physics 

Institution- Indian association for science 

Indian Institute of Science 

Raman Research Institute 

Achievements Research in optics and accounts  

Discovered ‘Raman effect ‘ (1928) 

Awards Fellow of the Royal Society (1924) 

Knight Bachelor (1929) 

Nobel Prize in Physics (1930) 

Bharat Ratna      (1954) 

Lenin Peace Prize (1957) 

Contribution to his 

country 

Discovery of Raman Effect 

Death 21st November , 1970 , Bangalore , Karnataka 

Now, write the biographical sketch of Sir C.V Raman , Write a separate paragraph for every 

event. 

2. You have read the lesson ‘A Trip to Andaman’. The narrator was curious to know about the ship, 

its crew and about the people travelling by the ship. The crew was friendly and courteous. They 

gladly answered all his queries about the ship. 

Now, write an imaginary conversation between the narrator and the crew in the above 

context. 

You may include: 

 The size and number of floors in the ship. 

 Crew members and their duties. 

 Number of travellers 

 Facilities available in the ship. 

 Measures taken in case of emergency 

 Any other points. 

We all know that water is highly essential for the existence of life on the earth. But all water bodies. 

Right from small bore wells to mighty oceans, are getting polluted due. To the negligence and greed 

of human beings. If the situation continues like this, the life on the earth becomes endangered. 

Hence, there is an Essay on conservation of water resources. 

Now write an Essay on conservation of water Resources. You may include: 

 The need of water for the existence of life. 

 The ways the water resources are being contaminated. 

 What happens if the situation continues. 

 The measures to save water resources. 

 The role of children in conserving water resources. 

 Any other points. 



VIII . 1) In the lesson, ‘The Town mouse and the country mouse’ you read that the town mouse 

was not happy with his visit to the country. He felt uncomfortable to eat sugarcane and root and 

sleep on the ground. In this context the town mouse wanted to write his feelings in his diary. 

Now make a diary entry of the town mouse in your own words. 

 

You know that our Government has launched health and hygiene scheme in Government 

schools to improve overall health and hygiene of girl students from 7 to 12 classes. As a part 

of the scheme to tackle anaemia among the girls, Haemoglobin tests were taken and vitamin 

tablets , Health and hygiene kits were given. 

Imagine you are the secretary of Health club in your school and prepare a poster on 

Health and Hygiene scheme to be launched in your school.  

Include the following details: 

 Date 

 Time 

 Venue 

 Tragetted group. 

  2) You have read how Swamy was compelled by his father to sleep alone in the office room in the 

lesson ‘A Hero’. Imagine you are swamy and write a Diary entry about that night. 

You may include ; 

 How scared you were to sleep alone. 

 What you did to feel a bit safe. 

 How you felt on waking up to some mysterious sound. 

 What you did in that confusion 

 What happened later. 

 How do you feel about it now etc., 

 

You know that Government  of India is committed to the cause of Girl Child Education . Imagine 

your school is taking a rally to spread the awareness on the same . Prepare some playcards 

displaying the importance of Girl Child Education. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        ***************************************** 

 


